This comprehensive text is a single source for the diagnosis and treatment of voice disorders. From authors who have been instrumental in developing some of the voice analysis methodologies discussed in the book, this book discusses vocal anatomy and physiology, detailed voice evaluation methodologies, and voice therapy techniques. Accessible, digestible, and didactic, this book’s content covers vocal disorders with the new evidence-based approaches recommended by ASHA.

- Online sound files, which stress interactive learning, aid in the understanding of the perceptual and acoustic analysis components of a voice evaluation
- Courses on vocal disorders are core electives for communication science undergraduates and required courses for SLP/MS candidates in speech language pathology
- Chapters end in a case study for emphasis of the clinical relevance and application


Colton et al., *Understanding Voice Problems: A Physiological Perspective for Diagnosis and Treatment, Fourth Edition*, 2011, $146.99, 496 pp., 9781609138745, LWW.
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